The American Dream – A Dream Turned German: Immigration, Integration, and Citizenship in Germany

Jagoda Marinić is a prize-winning author and essayist from Germany. She speaks and writes in prominent venues about identity, migration, citizenship, and integration. In 2012, she became the founding Director of the Interkulturelles Zentrum Heidelberg, which has since become a model structure for welcoming and integrating new citizens to Germany and Europe.

Lecture:
Monday, October 17, 2016
4:00 pm
Watson Institute Joukowsky Forum
111 Thayer Street
Reception to follow

Reading (in German):
Tuesday, October 18, 2016
6:00 pm
Kassar-Fox Auditorium
151 Thayer Street

Jagoda Marinić
Author of Made in Germany: Was ist Deutsch in Deutschland?
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